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'p 'Aplplicationp?led February as, 1930; Serial-3N0. 431,493; 
This invention, relates to a mechanical 

movement. One object is’ to provide a mechev 
anism for convertlng ‘a constant rotary‘move-v 
ment into a reciprocating movement having 

5' a; comparatively long period of dwell.- A 

15’ ing parts, 

20 
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furtherv Object isto provide a mechanism of 
this general characterin which a slow'move-r 
ment in one direction‘will-zbe coupled with 
a faster movement ‘in the reverse direction,‘ 
‘thetwo movements being separated by a 
dwell where no reciprocation will‘take place 
in either direction. A further ‘object is to 
accomplish these‘results without'the use of 
cams and with a‘minimum number‘ofmov 

Referring‘ to the drawings: I > l 
' ‘Fig.7 1 is a side elevationlof my improved 

device; ' ‘ ' ' " ' 

Figi 2 is a similar View withthe parts'in 
a different position of operation; and 

Fig. '3 is a time motion chart of the driven ‘, 
' " ' ' 5 driven vmember 22; o _' element. ' - 

The‘principle upon whichthe device oper-" 
ates is‘the coupling of, the driving shaft to 
the driven velement through two» mechanical ' 
stages; the ?rst a linkage or equivalent de— 
vice for giving to a movable pivot point a 
motion in a closed curve, a portion of which 
15 substantially an arc of a circle, and the 
second; a link having av length equal to‘ the: 
radius of that are and joining the pivot point 
with the driven element. In the adaptation 
shown‘ in the drawings the driving power 

' is supplied from a shaft 10, preferably con; 
stantlyrotating. A crank 11 is ?xed upon 
this shaft, its’ crank pivot-12 traveling a-ta 
uniform" rate around a circular path 13. 
Spacedfrom the shaft 10 is a’ ?xed pivot 14 
upon which is a swinging bearing block ‘16. 
Pivoted ‘to the crank at 12,'and provided 
with a slot 17 by which it may slide upon the ‘ 
block 16, is a lever 18 carrying at its end 

Ha pivot 1. 

45 

- the path 20 at'intervals. 

' As the shaft 10 rotates, the pivot 19 will 
be caused-to move through the‘ path indi 
cated by dot and-dash lines 20 inFigs. 1 and 
2, with a fastermovement on the right hand 
side of this path than elsewhere. _7 This is 
indicated by the short lines which intersect 

These lines are 

.by - a 1ink'21, 

spaced apartfat' distancescorresponding to 
twelve degreesrotation of the crank 11, and 
of course a wide spacing of the lines repre 

[ sents a‘ more rapid travel of the pivot 19 
than a close spacing. ‘The pivot '19 is joined 

which the link is pivoted at 23, the driven 
memberbeing here shownas guided for re 
ciprocation-in suitable ways 24:." Due to the 
proportions of the, crankiand. lever, being] 

with a driven ,member 22, to 

about as shown, the lower part 25 of the . 
path 20 will have a ‘shape substantially that 
of- an arc'of ajcircle 
1),. and the link 21 is takenlof suchdimen 
sions that its effective'lengthfor thedistance 
between thecenters of pivots Hand 23, is 
‘ equal to the radius of this arc. During-the 
entire passage oftheipivot 19 through the 
arc-shaped: portion 25 of'itspath, the'link 

- 21will swing freely'about its pivot~23 and 
will transmit no motion to the reciprocating 

I The utility of the device can be described 
most clearly with relation to its adaptation 
to onespeci?c use. I ‘ In the ‘use chosen for 
illustration, the device is employed tov>oper~ 
ate the elevatoryof a wrapping machine. In 
certain machines forfwrapping articles in 
paper, the articles/are‘ fed into position upon‘ 
a ?at-topped elevator-which is then'caused 
to rise‘, forcing the articleagainst a piece of 
‘paper-previouslyplaced above it and intr0~ 

(indicated by 26 in Fig. ' 
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so 

ducing‘ both article and paper into-a folding I ' 
mechanisnn ZW'hen the xelevator-isT-in'lits ' 
or art1cle~rece1v1ngposition-1t is desirable,“ 
that itirest‘ for comparatively long period 
so’ as to ,giveiiample time for the article to 
be, fed in and tobecome accurately positioned - ‘ 
upon it. Various wrapping operations- may ‘ 
be :performed on: the’ article . and paper, duri 
i119?‘ the ascent of the elevator and this period 
of its motion-is preferably steadvaud 'notitoo ' 
rapid. The descent'of the elevator fromit‘s 
raised ‘position is-merelv idle travel, "and preferably accomplished rapidly so as to; 
leave thermajor pa‘rtof the-cycle for the 
operations of loading and transferring the 
article."'-*' * . 

'7 {The 'deviceldescribed accomplishes these 1 
desirable ~‘resultswithout the use of cams or ’ 



’ sent relative displacements of the elevator 
~ above-its lOWGI'IIlOSt:POSltlOILSllOWD in Fig’? 

' 10 ‘ leqTheipat-h starts at the left of Fig, '3 with 

10 

20" 

of intermittently contacting parts, In Fig. 
3 the displacement of the article-receiving 
top. 27 of the elevator 22 has been plotted 
against the angular travel of the driving 
shaft 10. The vertical lines, represent twelve 
degreepieriods'in the steady angular. motion 
of the shaft, and’ vertical‘ distances" repre; 

the elevatorat its highest. position. ' As the 
elevator descends from the positionlof Fig. 
2, it moves rapidly, represented in Fig. 3 
by the steep slope 30 o?therpath. The rela- v 
tively rapid motion keeps up until the ele-' 
vator2 has’very ‘nearly reached the bottomv 
o‘f‘l'its-stroke, when'it comes-to rest-- smooth- 

This lowermost lyf at" about the point‘ 31, 
position2 is preferably-level I with_ or‘ slightly 
below? a shelf28 .a'lon'gwhichi articles» are fed >_ 
ontoltheelevatori dwell 32 resulting 

‘ at this point§di1e to: the‘ passaged pivot 

' smoothly‘ and 

30 

cs 

19in an arc‘ concentric with‘xthje piv0t2-3,’ cone‘ 
tinues for ‘a very" considerable periody-equal 
with the proportion'ofi‘pa‘rts showntotabout 

- sixty'degreesof rotation'iof- crank 11. Be 
ginning‘ again‘ to- rise, 7. the elevator starts‘ 

with a‘- lesser' speed 
_ continuesv _ _ 

than during-its descent. Thisv is indicated by. 
the slope ofthe rising>portion 38 40f thecurve 
being lessilthan the‘slope‘off the descending 
portion 30. 

The’ device is of course equally adaptable‘ 
to' ‘other'use's- and’- can be operated? in‘ differ; 
ent-jways; 

dwell was ‘ 
at -_the' bottomvof‘ the‘strokez- B‘yj/leaving 
the "arrangement of parts as shown and, 
merely rotating cranli 11 inthel'reverse‘ di~_ 
rection, ,the elevator wii'l be given1 a1 rapid 

' rise and a slow descent, witha-‘dwell at'the 
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' ' 11' M'echanism* 

bottom.‘ zOther" adaptations‘ will" _ suggest‘ 
themselves to those skilled‘ the art With‘ 
out‘ further" description; I 

' What I‘ claim is: 

‘ t'ion "into‘greciprocat-ingmotion comprising a 
- crank, *avbearin'g; aglevel'pivoted tothe crank ’ 

p 50' I sli’dably mountedon thelbearing,v a- re 
cipro'cab'l'el driven in'emberg‘and' aillinlrj oining' 
‘the driven 'member'wi't'h the lever, construct‘ 

" ed and‘ arranged 'softhatf thep'ointf'of' coni 
V 7' nectionbetween they link andthej-lever'moves' 
55 i _ in‘ aiclo'sed path having‘one‘? portion injnsub'i 

stantiallzy'l'th'e' shape-o‘fia: circular arc‘ die‘ 
1 radius‘ equal ‘to’ ‘effective on Ztlie? 

' 7 link; " ' 

to tion ' into r'eciproc'ating‘fmoti'on ' comprising ' a 

,7 rotatable'driving member, a“ reciprocable 
v driven member,- a’ link" pivoted to the re 
ciprocable' member, and mechanism coupling 

For‘ example;i the whole? nie'cha- ‘ 
nism‘ could» be" inverted‘ in? cases ' where the‘ 

desired at the t‘opsrather than‘ 

1,788,098 a 

a closed‘ path elongated in the direction of _ 
travel of the reciprocable member and hav~ 
ing a portion lying in an arc of a circle hav 
ing the link as its radius. ‘ 

3. Mechanism for translating rotary mo 
tion into reciprocatingjmotion" comprising a 
rotatable driving member,- a reciprocable 
driven-‘member, a link pivoted to the recip 
rocable member, and mechanism coupling the,’ 

_ drivinginember. with'ithe' free end‘oflthe link, ' 
organized» to cause sa'idm'end'i'toj.traveL in a 
closed ‘ path ._ elongated» in the direction of 
travel of the reciprocable member, the speed 
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of: travel ofithe-linki on one side of said ‘ 
‘elongated path being substantially greater 
than the-speed of‘trave'l" alongtth-e other side 
thereo?. sai'dv path? sidesvbein'g. joined; by: a 
path lying substantially: in - an; arczof" circle 
having-theflinkl'as a radius; , .t 

'4. ~Mechanism> for.‘ translating- rotary-mo- - 
'tion into‘ reciprocating motion comprising; 2“ 
crank; a; slide, , a. bearing- positioned 1 between <. 
tlie' crank and; the‘ slide,~; a! link pivoted- to: 
the slide,v 
an dvto the link- and slidableupon the bearin g, . 
substantially as and: forr'the purpose dos 
scribed; ' _ . . 

' 5. Mechanism‘ for tramslatingsrotary mo.- 
tion into reciprocating motion, comprising! a‘: 
rotatable driving member, a reciprocable 

- driven member, :a- link pivoted- to the» ramp 
rocable member, and: mechanismicoupling 
the driving member with the. free end-oflthe' 
l1nk,,.organized to cause.- said; end.- to: travel 

»_in a closed‘ path“ elongated. in- the direction 
’of' travel‘ of, the reciprocable‘ member ‘and 
having one end of said path formed’ {LS-1H1; 
are ' of a ‘circle having-the? link. as its: radius. 

1 'In- testimony' whereof I’. ‘have a?ixed my‘ 
signature. ~ 1 p ' 

' ' ~FR~EDERIG B. FULLER». 

and a‘ lever“, pivoted; to: the; crank! 

ago 
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Mechanism‘ ,rfor‘translatingl total-5,‘ m0; - f - 

the‘drivin'g member withlthe-freeend of'the V‘ 
link,.organized to cause-said end-to travel‘ in 
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